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Airbus A319 aircraft object for Vue 

Product URL https://poserworld.com/airbus-a319-aircraft-object-for-vue

Short Description:  This product is a native Aircraft object for Vue in .vob format.  The Airbus 

A320 family consists of short- to medium-range, narrow-body, commercial passenger twin-engine 

jet airliners manufactured by Airbus. The family includes the A318, A319, A320 and A321, as well 

as the ACJ business jet. 

 

The A319 is a shortened, minimum-change version of the A320. Also known as the A320M-7, it is 

3.73 metres (12 ft 3 in) shorter than the A320; four frames fore of the wing and three frames aft of 

the wing were removed. The reduced seating reduces the emergency exits to six. With virtually the 

same fuel capacity as the A320-200, and fewer passengers, the range with 124 passengers in a two-

class configuration extends to 6,650 km (3,590 nmi), or 6,850 km (3,700 nmi) with the "Sharklets". 

 

This digital model is based on the Airbus A-319 aircraft with a red and white "UB" texture. 

 Includes landing gear and Vue material based on 2048 high resolution texture maps.

Full Description:  Product Description 

  

The Airbus A320 family consists of short- to medium-range, narrow-body, commercial passenger 

twin-engine jet airliners manufactured by Airbus. The family includes the A318, A319, A320 and 

A321, as well as the ACJ business jet.The A319 is a shortened, minimum-change version of the 

A320. Also known as the A320M-7, it is 3.73 metres (12 ft 3 in) shorter than the A320; four frames 

fore of the wing and three frames aft of the wing were removed. The reduced seating reduces the 

emergency exits to six. With virtually the same fuel capacity as the A320-200, and fewer 

passengers, the range with 124 passengers in a two-class configuration extends to 6,650 km (3,590 

nmi), or 6,850 km (3,700 nmi) with the "Sharklets".This digital model is based on the Airbus A-

319 aircraft with a red and white "UB" texture.  Includes landing gear and Vue material based on 

2048 high resolution texture maps..: Product Features :.- Approx 2564 polygons. 

- Low-polygon and game-ready model. 

- Made entirely with 3 point polygons. 



- Includes landing gear with centered pivot wheels and landing gear doors however no wheel wells. 

- This version includes an mtl file, which your software program should read to colorize the model. 

- The model is UV mapped and textures (in jpg format) are included, at 2048x2048 pixels.Model 

by Digimation, with Vue conversion by Dream Cutter for Vanishing Point 3d.Usage License: 

You are completely free to use this figure in any commercial or non-commercial render, image, or 

animation. 

You may NOT sell or give away any files found in this zip package without express permission. 

You are free to redistribute your own textures as you wish, provided they do not use any images 

found in this zip file.  

You are free to use this model in your game or app, provided the end user can not extract the 3d 

model.

Price $6.00

SKU:  VPDC01001804

MPN:  VPDC01001804




